
Bouquet at Decentralized AI Summit
AI-powered chatbot exhibits at tech
conference in San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO , CA, USA, January
29, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bouquet
will be exhibiting at this year's
Decentralized AI Summit, in San
Francisco, CA on February 1, 2018, for a
day of innovation and conversation about
the foundation of decentralized
intelligence perpetrating new fields of
technology. This one-day event will also
bring together like-minded individuals to
talk shop about applied AI in areas such
as robotics, healthcare, AR/VR and
more. 

Bouquet will have an exhibitor booth at
the conference for attendees to visit and
learn more about Aristotle, the world’s
first AI-powered chatbot that turns data analytics into meaningful conversation. Their team will be
equipped with iPhone’s, allowing interactive and first-hand demonstrations of Aristotle’s functionality
and usability via Facebook messenger. 

Aristotle becomes your
personal AI analyst, 24/7,
from the convenience of your
computer screen or at the
palms of your hand from your
mobile device.”

Adrien Schmidt, Co-Founder
and CEO

“What’s great about Aristotle is that he is always by your side;
he is always on and ready to deliver data across multiple
interfaces and formats when needed,” says Co-Founder and
CEO, Adrien Schmidt. “Aristotle becomes your personal AI
analyst, 24/7, from the convenience of your computer screen
or at the palms of your hand from your mobile device.” Adrien
will also be participating in a panel discussion called “AI
Economies”, on the main stage, with fellow experts in their
fields, Mark Nadal, Sam Udotong and McCall McIntyre. 

Bouquet believes less is more. They are providing a solution
for meaningless hours of data searching, learning difficult programs, and eye-fatigue looking at
numerous dashboards. Aristotle streamlines information to one productive platform, creating a
straightforward conversation, as easy as a regular chat with a friend, to find the answers you’re
looking for. 

Following this event, find Adrien speaking at Conversational Interaction in San Jose, CA, on February
5-6, 2018. This conference targets the growing evolution of the way humans communicate with one
another and the influence technological interfaces have created in challenging, changing and
improving the way in which we do so. Representatives from Google, Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle,
just to name a few, comprise the impressive speaker and panelist roster headlining this conference.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bouquet.ai/
http://decentralized-ai.com/
http://www.conversationalinteraction.com/


Registration is still open; RSVP your spot
via their website. 

For media inquiries, please contact
Melissa Lee at melissa@bellivy.com

About Bouquet.ai
Bouquet.ai was co-founded in 2015 by
CEO, Adrien Schmidt, and COO, Marios
Anapliotis in San Francisco, CA and
Paris, France. They provide the world’s
first enterprise software for
conversational analytics. The AI-powered
chatbot is able to increase time and
efficiency by turning data analytics into
data visualizations, emails, text and voice
through natural language. Bouquet.ai is
always “on”, providing a virtual personal
assistant on the go, 24/7 and in the palm
of your hands. They are based in San
Francisco, CA. Visit http://bouquet.ai for
more information.
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